EXTERNAL

US QFC Stay Rules
A GLOSSARY OF TERMS

B
Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive: the European Union regulation containing resolution
stay rules for entities in the EU.
Bilaterally Amended QFC: counterparties that do not adhere to the ISDA 2018 US Resolution
Stay Protocol can instead enter into a bilaterally amended QFC — which follows standard
industry conventions — to comply with the US stay rules.
Bridge Bank: a solvent and well-capitalized trading entity to which counterparties’ QFCs and
other trading agreements can be transferred from a failing GSIB.

C
Cross-Default Rights: cross-default rights allow a counterparty to terminate a contract if a
parent or other affiliate of the direct counterparty defaults on another obligation.
QFCs commonly contain cross-default rights. As an example of a cross-default, if a GSIB holding
company was put into resolution, a counterparty could terminate a contract or trade with a
broker-dealer subsidiary of that GSIB — even though the broker-dealer is not in default and is
continuing to meet all of its obligations. The US stay rules would suspend the application of such
cross-default rights from QFCs.
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D
Default and Transfer Rights: the right to terminate or transfer a trade to another entity in the
event of a counterparty’s failure. The US stay rules prevent — or stay — counterparties from
exercising any default rights that would allow them to terminate certain in-scope contracts with
a GSIB that is failing or likely to fail and lifts any transfer restrictions of such contracts.

G
Global Systemically Important Bank (GSIB): a category of multinational financial institution that
has been identified by global regulators to be of such size, complexity and interconnectedness,
that it’s failure would have consequences for the global financial system.

I
In-Scope Qualified Financial Contract: QFCs in-scope for the US stay rules are agreements that
contain provisions that enable counterparties to exercise default and transfer rights in the event
a GSIB (or any of its subsidiaries or other affiliates) is failing or likely to fail.
ISDA 2018 US Resolution Stay Protocol: a protocol developed by the International Swaps and
Derivatives Association that enables parties to change the terms of their QFCs (not limited to
ISDA Master Agreements) to stay their default and transfer rights. Once both counterparties
have adhered to the protocol, their QFCs are deemed to be in compliance with the US stay rules.

O
Orderly Wind Down: the resolution of a failing GSIB that enables the institution to be wound
down by regulators in such a way that the adverse impact on capital markets and the global
economy are minimized.

Q
Qualified Financial Contract: the definition of QFC is very broad and includes OTC and listed
derivatives, swaps, FX transactions, physical commodity transactions, repo, stock loans, prime
brokerage contracts as well as a wide variety of securities contracts, including those which
provide for extensions of credit in the clearance or settlement of securities transactions (such
as custody agreements).
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S
Special Resolution: various powers and authorities given to financial regulators to assume
control of failing GSIBs to facilitate an orderly wind down. Rather than letting a bank go through
a regular bankruptcy — which could adversely impact financial markets and the wider economy
— special resolution authority enables regulators to transfer trades from the insolvent GSIB into
a healthy, solvent entity known as a bridge bank.
Stay: a temporary delay during which counterparties are suspended from exercising their
default and transfer rights on trades facing a GSIB in insolvency or special resolution. Under the
US stay rules, a stay, generally until 5pm Eastern Time on the next business day, can be enforced
on the termination of contracts.
Stay Rules: a series of rules being implemented in jurisdictions around the world which require
temporary stays to be contractually recognized in trading agreements which contain default and
transfer rights for the purposes of enabling the orderly wind down of failing GSIBs.

V
Validation Exercise: the internal program being undertaken internally within BNY Mellon to
determine the number of in-scope QFC contracts that require amendment and identify the
counterparties to those contracts.
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Disclaimer
BNY MELLON

This communication has been prepared by BNY Mellon.
BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may be used as
a generic term to reference the corporation as a whole and/or its various subsidiaries generally. This
material and any products and services may be issued or provided under various brand names in various
countries by duly authorized and regulated subsidiaries, affiliates, and joint ventures of BNY Mellon, which
may include any of the following: The Bank of New York Mellon, at 225 Liberty St, NY, NY USA, 10286, a
banking corporation organized pursuant to the laws of the State of New York, and operating in England
through its branch at One Canada Square, London E14 5AL, UK, registered in England and Wales with
numbers FC005522 and BR000818. The Bank of New York Mellon is supervised and regulated by the New
York State Department of Financial Services and the US Federal Reserve and authorized by the Prudential
Regulation Authority. The Bank of New York Mellon, London Branch is subject to regulation by the Financial
Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent
of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. The Bank of
New York Mellon SA/NV, a Belgian public limited liability company, with company number 0806.743.159,
whose registered office is at 46 Rue Montoyerstraat, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium, authorized and regulated
as a significant credit institution by the European Central Bank (ECB), under the prudential supervision
of the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) and under the supervision of the Belgian Financial Services and
Markets Authority (FSMA) for conduct of business rules, and a subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon.
The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV operates in England through its branch at 160 Queen Victoria Street,
London EC4V 4LA, UK, registered in England and Wales with numbers FC029379 and BR014361. The Bank
of New York Mellon SA/NV (London Branch) is authorized by the ECB and subject to limited regulation by
the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our
regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on
request. The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV operating in Ireland through its branch at 4th Floor Hanover
Building, Windmill Lane, Dublin 2, Ireland trading as The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Dublin Branch,
is authorised by the ECB and is registered with the Companies Registration Office in Ireland No. 907126
& with VAT No. IE 9578054E. The Bank of New York Mellon, Singapore Branch, subject to regulation by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore. The Bank of New York Mellon, Hong Kong Branch, subject to regulation
by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong. If this
material is distributed in Japan, it is distributed by The Bank of New York Mellon Securities Company Japan
Ltd, as intermediary for The Bank of New York Mellon. If this material is distributed in, or from, the Dubai
International Financial Centre (“DIFC”), it is communicated by The Bank of New York Mellon, DIFC Branch,
regulated by the DFSA and located at DIFC, The Exchange Building 5 North, Level 6, Room 601, P.O. Box
506723, Dubai, UAE, on behalf of The Bank of New York Mellon, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The
Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.

FOR
INFORMATION
ONLY

THIS COMMUNICATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL AND/OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON OR CONSTRUED AS LEGAL ADVICE ON ANY SUBJECT MATTER. THIS
COMMUNICATION IS INDICATIVE ONLY, AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

NO LIABILITY

Neither BNY Mellon nor any of its directors, officers, employees, representatives or agents, accepts any
liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential losses (in contract, tort or otherwise) arising
from the use of this communication or its contents or reliance on the information contained herein, except
to the extent this would be prohibited by law or regulation.

NO ADVICE

BNY Mellon is acting solely as principal and not as fiduciary. BNY Mellon does not provide, and has not
provided, any regulatory, legal, investment advice or personal recommendation to you; BNY Mellon is not
responsible for providing or arranging for the provision of any general financial, strategic or specialist
advice, including legal, regulatory, accounting, model auditing or taxation advice or services, or any other
services in relation to any information provided. You must determine, on your own behalf or through
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independent professional advice, the merits, terms, conditions and risks associated with the information
provided herein, or activity arising from or related to the information provided herein.
CONFIDENTIAL

This communication is confidential and is for the benefit and internal use of the recipient and no part of it
may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted without the prior written permission of BNY Mellon. Persons
accessing or reading this material are required to inform themselves about, and to observe any restrictions
that apply to, the distribution of this information in their jurisdiction.
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